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Developing  
a plan

Smart Growth Economic Development Coalition offers Phil Murphy  
a blueprint for how to grow the state’s economy and add jobs

While Gov.-elect Phil Murphy spent the past six months 
campaigning, the Smart Growth Economic Development 
Coalition, a nearly 50-member group filled with experts in 
all areas of real estate development, met on a regular basis to 
formulate a detailed proposal of recommendations before 
the inauguration. The group created a detailed plan, together 
with corresponding draft legislation, regulation and executive 
orders, that will be delivered to both Gov.-elect Murphy and 
the new Legislature.

The group, led by Ted Zangari of Sills Cummis & Gross 
P.C., has done this before.

Eight years ago, it gave then Gov.-elect Chris Christie an 
“economic development recovery strategy,” including a 12-
bill package of legislation, that helped create the economic 
incentive programs — Grow NJ and ERGG — that the 
state has used in the past eight years to attract (and retain) 
companies and jobs. It also led to the passage of several permit 
extensions and the Licensed Site Remediation Professionals 
program.

The proposal also accurately predicted the predicament 
New Jersey is facing right now: a lack of useable land.

For all the talk of attracting companies, the fact remains 
that the state has a land supply problem, especially in 

Northern New Jersey.
Consider this: If a manufacturer wanted to bring a few 

thousand jobs to the port district in northern New Jersey, 
state officials would not be able — today 
or anytime soon — to point the business 
to a single shovel-ready site or even a 
vacant existing structure. Worse yet, if 
the company required only a 1 million-
square-foot building, it would still be 
hard pressed to find a shovel-ready site or 
existing vacant building within 25 miles 
of the Statue of Liberty. 

“Progress has been made in a variety of areas, but much 
more needs to be done if our state’s economic engine is going 
to be fed by additional housing and commercial space,” the 
report states. “There is a scant amount of developable acreage 
remaining in places where people actually want to work and 
reside.

“What’s left to feed the engine are the challenging (read: 
cost-prohibitive) redevelopment sites in our suburban 
downtowns and urban central business districts, along 
waterfronts, on brownfields and around and above transit 
hubs.

“Redevelopment is New Jersey’s best viable long-term 
growth vehicle. The state must embrace redevelopment and 
help bridge its unique added costs, while also permitting (not 
obstructing) responsible greenfield development throughout 
the planning areas of New Jersey.”

The state’s economy is in a perilous position, the group 
states.

“There has been progress on a number of fronts, but 
New Jersey’s position remains fragile, and we can easily slip 
backwards if policymakers badly handle tax policy, pension 
indebtedness, aged and crumbling infrastructure or the other 
serious challenges affecting our state,” it wrote in the report. 

The Smart Growth Economic Development Coalition has 
set its sights on four areas where state and local government 
must pave the way for the private sector and labor to create the 
volume of housing units and commercial premises that will be 
essential to New Jersey’s economic growth in the years ahead: 
 Public incentives;
 Local land-use law;
 Regulations; and
 Shortage of land.

ROI-NJ got an advanced look at the document. On the 
following pages are just some of the highlights. ➼

BY TOM BERGERON
tbergeron@roi-nj

For all the campaign talk about funding pensions, sanctuary cities and legalizing marijuana,  
the business community knows one issue will dictate the success or failure of the next  

governor’s administration: economic development and job creation.

Election 2017
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CHAIR

Tom Banker,  

The Banker Group

The Grow New Jersey and Economic Development 
Growth Grant, or ERGG, programs should be continued 
but adjusted. Eliminating Grow NJ would remove the one 
financial tool that has effectively kept businesses from 

migrating to lower-cost states all around us and that has assisted us in attracting 
businesses to the state by equalizing the economic differential with competing 
sites elsewhere.

Failing to re-fund the residential ERGG program, particularly at a time when the 
future of the federal Low-Income Housing Tax Credits program, or LIHTC, is in flux, 
would virtually guarantee that the number of affordable housing units expected by 
the courts will never be attained.

Eliminating the commercial ERGG program would likewise significantly crimp 
commercial redevelopment, particularly in the underserved, untested communities 
of our state. 

The Red Tape Review Commission in Gov. Chris Christie’s 
administration has done a good job of hacking away at 
unnecessary regulation that has acted as a drag on the 
economy, including land development, but there is much 

more to be done, including in the environmental sphere.

Nearly 10 years since the development of the Licensed Site Remediation 
Professional program, or LSRP, which has proven to be highly successful, the 
state needs to evaluate tweaks that can make it more successful. Faster and 
equally protective remediation results benefit everyone — residents, municipalities, 
developers and the economy as a whole.

There are “technical fixes,” which, collectively, would go a long way toward 
promoting the smart growth development that’s necessary to fuel economic growth 
in the state, including: 

 Providing relief to true cleanup volunteers such as non-liable developers, 
municipalities and lending organizations;

 Encouraging the use of alternative fill, dredge materials and similar beneficial use 
materials for redevelopment purposes;

 Lessening requirements for investigating and remediating non-discharge 
conditions, such as historic fill and runoff from parking lots and roadways;

 Adopting a risk-flexible, risk-based cleanup program similar to those that 
neighboring states and the federal government uses;

 Developing a licensed storm water professional program utilizing professional 
engineers, similar to the LSRP program, so as to eliminate multiple local, state, 
federal and other agency approvals;

 Expanding greatly the use of a banking program, similar to the wetland banking 
program, to apply to threatened and endangered species corridor habitat, coastal 
resiliency, nutrient sequestering and wetlands;

 Fixing the broken marine fisheries program to promote ecotourism and expanded 
fishing for New Jersey residents and tourists

PUBLIC INCENTIVES REGULATIONS

CHAIR 

Irene Kropp,  

Langan 
Engineering  
& Environmental 
Services

THE GROUP

Anne Babineau,  
Wilentz, Goldman & Spitzer 
P.A.
Jay Biggins,  
BLS & Co. LLC
Dan Breen,  
Jones Lang LaSalle
Mike Hanley,  
NW Financial Group LLC
Tim Henkel,  
Pennrose 
George Jacobs,  
Jacobs Enterprises
Cecilia Lassiter,  
Sills Cummis & Gross P.C.

Chuck Liebling,  
Windels Marx Lane  
& Mittendorf LLP
Anthony Marchetta,  
New Jersey Housing  
and Mortgage Finance 
Agency
Bill O’Dea,  
Elizabeth Economic 
Development Corp.
Steve Pearlman,  
Pearlman & Miranda LLC
Anthony Pizzutillo,  
Pizzutillo Public Affairs LLC
Ted Zangari,  
Sills Cummis & Gross P.C.

THE GROUP

David Backman,  
Dynamic Earth
Rob Crespi,  
CSG
Tony DiLodovico,  
Tony D Environmental 
Permitting

Matt Farrell,  
Kropp and Associates
Gail Lalla,  
Greener by Design
Jeromie Lange,  
Maser Consulting
Steve Senior,  
Riker Danzig

 Grow NJ: The program has proved to be a financial equalizer 
in the jobs competition with Lehigh Valley, lower New York 
state and beyond. The predecessor programs, BEIP and 
BRRAG, never adequately fulfilled that role. The program’s 

tiered-dollar formula, based on geography, coupled with a bonus point system 
that rewards locations near mass transit, in poverty pockets, etc., has made the 
difference in motivating many companies to select otherwise overlooked sites that 
serve broader public policy goals. Could be considered smart growth at its finest. 

 Commercial real estate: The market has come a long way since the birth of 
Grow NJ and in many ways because of Grow NJ. The northern industrial market is 
experiencing the lowest vacancy rates in over 30 years. On the other hand, the office 
market is still struggling to hold and attract businesses, though creative adaptive 
mixed-use options are attracting office tenants to unique venues such as Bell Works 
and Kearny Pointe. More must be done to restore our once-vibrant office market; 
incentives alone will not accomplish that goal, but eliminating business incentives 
(Grow NJ) would also eliminate any chance of a revival in our state’s anemic office 
submarkets. 

 CBDs and ERGGs: Central business districts, or CBDs, in cities across the state 
are coming back, in large part because of residential and commercial ERGG-funded 
projects. The unique added costs of redevelopment — brownfield remediation, land 
assemblage, structured parking, etc. on top of mandates for affordable housing 
and use of prevailing wage labor — would prevent proposed projects from moving 
forward in the absence of financial subsidies. The combination of ERGGs and 
payments in lieu of taxes, and LIHTCs, has been the reason behind virtually every 
construction crane on the New Jersey skyline since the major economic downturn 
of 2007. Ending subsidies that close legitimate and well-documented cost gaps in 
project pro formas will also cut short the construction boom that labor has enjoyed 
in CBDs the past several years.

Mend it, don’t end it Keep cutting away

 Off-loading oversight: The LSRP has shown skeptics that 
off-loading oversight responsibilities of the government to 
the private sector can work well. However, there are forces 
in play that are backtracking on the efficiencies created 

by the LSRP program, which, if left unchecked, will result in duplicative reviews, 
thereby undermining the essence of the LSRP concept and creating an even more 
burdensome process than existed before the LSRP program was advanced. 

How can we succeed in implementing additional outside-the-box pro-smart growth 
initiatives if our model program itself is allowed to be pulled backward in Trenton by 
those who feed off our Byzantine systems and the status quo? 

INSIDE THE 
RECOMMENDATION

INSIDE THE 
RECOMMENDATION

THE  
BACKGROUND

THE  
BACKGROUND
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A serious effort must be made to make the local land-use 
process more predictable and to identify and implement 
amendments to the municipal land use law, or MLUL, 
that lead to greater consistency in the entitlements 

process and a substantial reduction in the cost and time expended in pursuit of 
development approvals. 

Local land-use bodies must adapt to the realities of modern life. Parking ratios of 
yesteryear have less relevance in a society trending towards ride-sharing (Lyft/
Uber), car-sharing (ZipCar) and autonomous vehicles. Many of today’s mixed-use 
concepts were simply not contemplated in the traditional lists of permitted uses. 
There is no better example than “retail” uses; if brick-and-mortar stores in our state 
are going to be able to successfully compete with e-commerce, local land-use 
ordinances must allow “omnichannel” uses (curbside deliveries, showrooming, 
extra-large storage areas for customer pickups and returns, etc.) and hybrid 
uses (arcades and amusement areas within restaurants, grooming services and 
overnight facilities in pet stores, etc.). 

The challenges become even more complicated for those undertaking transit-
oriented development, or TOD. A persistent problem inhibiting TODs is the lack of 
coordination between NJ Transit and the municipalities in which train stations are 
located. Despite all the “transit friendly” talk in our state, there is simply no joint 
vision or strategy between NJ Transit and the train towns to promote, facilitate 
and implement TODs. This failure is impeding if not precluding what is arguably 
the most attractive potential source of smart growth development in our state, and 
must be addressed early in the next administration/legislative session. 

Simply put, the state that limits the sale of merchandise on Sundays, restricts the 
sale of Teslas in malls, bans the issuance of customer coupons on gasoline and 
milk, concentrates the sale of alcoholic beverages in a select number of restaurants 
and the sale of package goods in an even more select number of grocery stores 
must get with the other 49 states.

New Jersey needs a concerted effort at every level of 
government to assist the private sector in “making land.” 
In other words, the state needs to eliminate or reduce 
the hurdles inherent in remediating, assembling and 

entitling large-tract sites. For starters, land held by public and quasi-public agencies 
in strategically located areas should be freed up for redevelopment. Examples 
include salt domes and DPW maintenance yards along valuable roadways when 
comparable alternatives are available elsewhere.

Next, for such sites to be even more transformative, they must be combined with 
adjacent privately held properties, and intervening streets must be vacated to add 
contiguity and open up even more aggregation options. 

Thus, unlocking the value of vacant or underutilized private property is essential 
to the making-land effort. One major impediment has been environmental 
contamination. Cleaning up sites is expensive; as a result, many landowners run 
a skeleton business just to avoid ISRA compliance that would be triggered by the 
cessation of operations. This has to change. 

Government at all levels must proactively encourage these property owners to sell, 
through efforts that include the carrot of bonus values, remediation incentives and 
equal or better relocation options for active businesses, and the stick of forced 
cleanups where contaminants threaten the environment.

LOCAL LAND-USE LAW SHORTAGE OF LAND

CHAIR

Morris Davis,  

academic director  
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at the Rutgers 
Business School

TRANSIT ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT SUBCOMMITTEE CHAIR 

Stephen Santola, Woodmont Properties
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Consulting Services Inc.
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Association
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Tantum Real Estate
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New Jersey 
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Cooperation  
and Education 
Trust
Ted Zangari,  
Sills Cummis  
& Gross P.C.

Get with the times (and all other states)

It takes a state to create space

INSIDE THE 
RECOMMENDATION

 The “home rule” tax: Development in most of New Jersey 
begins before a local planning or zoning board; we are, after 
all, a “home rule” state. But it is time to consider the “tax” 
effect of home rule because underneath its express policy 

rationale — uniformity in the approval process — lies the reality: pursuing approvals 
and developing land in New Jersey is often a very different experience from one 
municipality to another. Every municipality has its own zoning ordinance and its 
own planning and zoning boards, establishes its own standards and fees and, to 
some extent, its own procedures. 

 The unpredictability problem: Far from facilitating uniformity, home rule has given 
us a lack of predictability and consistency in the approval process. The reputation 
of home rule is well-known to corporate site selectors and developers across the 
country. Unlike other taxes, which are quantifiable, the home rule tax is the leading 
variable expense, in terms of outright dollars and wasted time, in far too many 
projects. Even those who have developed land in New Jersey for decades cannot 
realistically predict how long it will take to get through the entitlements process and 
how much will it cost. 

 Increase in demand: The need for warehouse, distribution, 
data center, logistics, research and development, and 
manufacturing space has increased significantly in the last 
10 years. In the port district of northern New Jersey, we are 

experiencing the lowest vacancy rates in over 30 years; vacancy rates in other 
industrial submarkets around the state are also down significantly. 

 Few sites shovel-ready: There are only a handful of large-scale clean 
(remediated), assembled, entitled and otherwise shovel-ready sites remaining in 
the port district of northern New Jersey. The primary reason for the lack of sites is 
clear: Few redevelopers have the time, patience and risk tolerance to take on a land 
assemblage involving holdout property owners, eminent domain, environmental 
cleanup, multi-year permitting, etc. 

 Other options (states) available: Most redevelopers of large, complicated sites 
operate in multiple states where development on greenfields is still possible and 
where redevelopment is easier; in other words, they have choices on where to build. 
Not even incentives or the crazy rental numbers and selling prices in today’s market 
are enough to entice them into taking on these challenging, potentially career-killing 
projects. 
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